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Brief 

The two papers summarized in this report concern themselves with the underground market 

that the internet facilitates above the dark web; one details the workings of unlicensed online 

pharmacies and the other details about twitter account market. 

Trafficking Fraudulent Accounts: The Role of the Underground Market 

in Twitter Spam and Abuse 

Introduction 

As web services such as Google, Twitter and Facebook, now dominate the daily activities of 

Internet users, cyber criminals adapted their strategies to these account based sites in order to 

engage with their users. This led to an increase of automatically created accounts made to 

spread scams, phishing and malware, with studies from 2011 showing that 3% of active Twitter 

users and 1.5% of Facebook user base are fraudulent accounts.  

The difficulty in circumventing the measures against them, e.g. CAPTCHA, email confirmation, 

IP blacklists, has led to the emergence of an underground market specializing in selling 

fraudulent accounts. While these markets are technically not malicious, the accounts they sell 

are used as platforms of malicious activities. A simple search reveals selling offers for $10-200 

per thousand accounts. The research team then investigates the underground Twitter account 

market and merchants over 10 months. 

Background 

Fraudulent accounts are just one facet of the digital criminal goods and services which are 

available for sale in the underground market. Other services include spam hosting, CAPTCHA 

solving services, per-per-install hosts, exploit kits, traffic generators and positive reviews. The 

revenue generated by these activities varies by service, e.g. spam affiliated programs: $12-92 

million all time revenue, fake anti-virus scams: $5-116 million all time revenue. Specialization 

within this underground is the norm with account merchants being another specialization 

where sellers enable other miscreants to penetrate walled garden services, while bypassing 

security measures. The accounts can then be used for multitude of activities that directly 

generate a profit for miscreants. The security measures against these merchants rely on at-

abuse time metrics instead of at-registration. 



Twitter Account Marketplace 

The underground market has no central operation but reaches potential customers via 

advertisements, blackhat forums and freelance labor sites. In total they identify 27 merchants, 

10 independent sites, 5 via blackhat forums and 12 via freelance sites. The merchants sell 

accounts in bulk and offer various options such as accounts with pictures, ‘aged’ accounts and 

accounts with verified emails. The prices of the accounts are $0.01-0.20 per twitter account 

with a median of $0.04. Availability is a non-issue with 70% of the order being same day 

delivery and 90% within 3 days. The merchants contacted also sell accounts to other services 

such as Facebook: $0.45-1.50 per phone verified account and $0.10 for non-phone verified, 

Google: $0.03-0.50 per phone verified account, Hotmail: $0.004-0.03 per account and Yahoo: 

$0.006-0.15 per account. Operating in the underground market isn’t without risk of fraud or 

dishonesty from sellers. A seller tried to sell 3000 duplicate accounts while another seller tried 

to sell the same 1000 accounts 3 times. Sellers are also quick to resell accounts to others. 

Fraudulent Registration Analysis 

Account merchants readily avoid existing safeguards register thousands of accounts on a 
recurring basis by using thousands of compromised hosts, CAPTCHA solvers and access to 
fraudulent email accounts. 
 

Circumventing IP defenses 

Unique IP addresses are fundamental resource for bulk account creation, without them 

merchants will fall victim to network based safeguards. As such merchants own or rent access 

to thousands of hosts. Merchants registered 79% of the purchased accounts from unique IP 

addresses from around the globe so no subnet captures the majority of IP addresses; just less 

than 10%. Freelance merchants with fewer resources reuse IPs for at least 30% of their 

accounts. Merchants obtain access to tens of thousands of IP addresses that change over time 

so that they maintain uniqueness. 

Circumventing CAPTCHA 

Web services use CAPTCHA to stop automated actions with Twitter throttling multiple account 

creation from a single IP by using CAPTCHA. Merchants can still bypass the CAPTCHA defense 

but CAPTCHA solving services are not free and increase the account cost. Thus the aim is to 

increase the account cost so they are no longer desirable to malicious customers. Human 

CAPTCHA solvers are most successful but 92% of throttled registration attempts fail. However, 

sellers still register thousands of accounts by simply it being a game of odds. 



Circumventing Email confirmation 

Many web services require email confirmation for account creation and all but 5 merchants 

used readily comply with email confirmation requirement. In total, merchants confirm 77% of 

accounts with uniquely seeded email addresses .Merchants abuse Hotmail for 60% of Twitter 

accounts, followed by Yahoo and mail.ru. This highlights the interconnected nature of account 

abuse, where credentials from one service can serve as keys to abusing another, so failure of 

email confirmation as a barrier stems from account abuse tied to email services. However, 

email confirmation impacts the account price. 

Stockpiling, Aging and Suspension 

Without effective defenses, merchants are free to stockpile accounts. In the market aged 

accounts are often considered more valuable as old accounts are considered more “real”. The 

accounts purchased were from 1 day old to 1 year old, with accounts commonly stockpiled with 

a median of 31 days. Merchants can deliver thousand on-demand purchases in 1 day. Twitter 

suspends account on at-abuse time metric such as spam or creating too many relationships. 

Guilt by association can suspend dormant accounts or accounts that don’t do the previously 

mentioned activities. That association is based on clustering accounts on IP addresses or other 

shared features. Merchants however counteract by using their vast resources to create unlink-

able accounts. 

Countermeasure recommendations 

Email Confirmation: Email confirmation increases account cost even if the merchants have 

many cheap and disposable email accounts. Email reconfirmation can be used as a soft action 

against automation as merchants usually resell email accounts used to register. So email 

reconfirmation can cut into their revenue. 

CAPTCHAs: CAPTCHAs increase the cost of accounts due to needing a solving service. They also 

throttle account creation, as they prevent merchants from registering 92% of fraud accounts. 

This failure rate can be used to blacklist IP addresses in real time. 

IP Blacklisting: Even though merchants have thousands changing IP addresses, blacklisting has 

results, though services may need to generate their own blacklists instead of public ones which 

merchants can avoid. 

Phone Verification: It has been observed that phone verification can increase account cost up 

to 150 times, although Twitter does not currently use it. Phone verification can serve as a soft-

action against spammers. 



 

Detecting Fraudulent Registrations via Automatic Pattern Recognition 

The research team develops a classifier to retroactively identify abusive registrations. It uses 

the limited variability in naming patterns used by account generation algorithms which enables 

to automatically construct regular expressions that fingerprint fraudulent accounts. It’s a similar 

technique to identifying spam email on URL and text templates; however these techniques fail 

on small text corpus i.e. usernames. 

The algorithms used to generate accounts reuse text portions for names, usernames and emails 

so the classifier clusters account into non-overlapping groups with matching patterns and 

refines those patterns by including abuse-oriented signals used by automated behaviors. The 

performance of the technique developed is tied to accurately tracking adaptions in the 

algorithm used to create accounts. Merchants use the same software or resell accounts to 

other merchants. As a result, several million fraud accounts were detected with a combined 

revenue of $127,000 – 459,000 per year.  

Conclusion 

Cooperating with Twitter, the team disables 95% of fraud accounts detected by their algorithm. 
While an increase in price or delay of delivery was not detected, 90% of newly purchased 
accounts were suspended on arrival. Some sellers were perplexed by it and stopped selling 
Twitter accounts but it was a temporary dent in the underground market, with sellers adapting 
to it and recovering. Twitter works to integrate the method into their infrastructure but long 
term disruption of the account marketplace requires both increasing the cost of account 
registration and integrating at-sign up time abuse classification into the account registration 
process. 
 

PharmaLeaks: Understanding the Business of Online Pharmaceutical 
Affiliate Programs 
 

Introduction 
 
The online sale of counterfeit or unauthorized products drives an underground advertising 
industry that includes spam, “black hat” search engine optimization, forum abuse, social abuse, 
botnets, etc. 
These low-cost advertisement platforms monetize a latent consumer demand but their 
economic structure has remained largely unknown. Due to lucky circumstances, a broad corpus 
of ground truth data has become available. The team analyzes years of data of GlavMed, 
SpamIt and EX-Promotion pharmaceutical affiliation programs. The paper does not provide a 
new technology or technique but instead shows some of the inner workings of this industry. 



 
 

Background 
 
Abusive internet advertising has existed as long as the internet. Along well-defined advertising 
channels there are rogues advertisers that use “malicious” methods such as email/forum/blog 
spam, search engine optimization and social networks. Due to pressure against their use, few 
legitimate merchants use those methods. One report on email spam shows 80% of spam 
messages advertised prescription free drugs. The structure of the market has changed in the 
last decade with the rise of affiliate programs separating the advertiser from the sponsor. This 
structure is also present in legitimate merchants but is deeply internalized in underground 
market. 
Counterfeit pharmaceuticals typically represent the system; the affiliate sponsor programs 
provide drugstore storefronts, drug fulfillment, payment processing, customer support and 
more, while the affiliates, independent advertisers, promote the program and are paid by 
commission on each sale made by clicking their ads, around 30%-40% of gross revenue 
commission paid by semi-anonymous money transfer services. The advantages of this model 
include: Focus: The advertiser is independent and free to focus only on attracting customers, 
often through shady means, Mobility: advertisers can switch affiliate programs at will and 
reduces exposure to business continuity risk. Also, the affiliate programs avoid direct exposure 
to criminal risk and the affiliate programs pay on commission and only pay successful 
advertisers. 

 
Data 
 
The 3 datasets the team acquired includes years of data from 3 marketplaces, GlavMed, 
SpamIt, a sister program with GlavMed, and RX-Promotion. Concerning the authenticity of data, 
it has been deemed as authentic through its complexity and volume, the programs’ own fame, 
crosschecking with payment processing sites and the team’s own orders. As for the ethics of 
using it, it is not the team that leaked the data and as such the data is public to use. While not 
as questionable as leaking it themselves there are some ethical considerations in using it but 
the team only uses the attributes of the customers and does not name or pinpoint them and 
they don’t use it for malicious actions.  
 

Customers 

 
Neither online pharmacies nor their advertisers generate capital on their own but instead 
exploit latent customer demand for their products. Customers place almost millions of orders 
each year and there are a total of 1+ million customers. Data also shows that surprisingly the 
market is not saturated but steadily growing.  
Repeat customers are also an important part of the industry as 9% to 38% of overall revenue 
comes from them. RX-Promotion’s repeat customers are more dynamic due to failure in the 



payment processing system. The fact that repeat customers exist debunks the idea that online 
pharmacies are scams, regardless of product quality. 
 
The pharmacies have thousands of products of different categories in order to reach all niches. 
ED meds dominate GlavMed and SpamIt, with them building a market around them. Painkillers, 
mental health and sleep drugs are the ones marketed by RX-Promotion. There are drugs with 
high abuse potential. ED and related drugs are the majority of orders and revenue. These drugs 
are easy to obtain offline but people may order online due to price or to avoid embarrassment. 
Abuse potential drugs are almost a third of RX-Promotion’s revenue even if only 14% of orders. 
These drugs are risky to obtain but their sale makes a lot of money. Finally, chronic condition 
drugs are the smallest category of orders and revenue. These drugs have no risk and are most 
likely ordered online due to price reasons. 
 
Regardless of ED products being the majority of business, there are a lot of trends in age and 
gender, focusing on customers reporting them. For GlavMed, male customers focus on Male 
Pattern Baldness and Male Enhancement Drugs while female customers focus on Obesity and 
Reproductive Health drugs, with Mental Health and pain products being popular to both. 
For SpamIt, Pain, Infection and Mental Health are the most popular for both genders, along 
with male enhancement drugs for men as well. The other categories are not as popular as in 
GlavMed. One explanation for this is the way of advertising, with GlavMed focusing on SEO and 
targets narrower markets, though spam is indiscriminate. 
 
While both affiliate programs are located in Russia, the customers are not, with 75% of orders 
coming from the U.S.A, and Canada, Australia and countries in Western Europe following in 
single digits. It is western money that fuels the affiliate programs with the above countries 
constituting 97% of orders. 
 

Affiliates 
 
Affiliates are the people attracting the customers. They operate on commission, 30-40% of the 
orders placed through clicking their advertisements. This reflects the risk of their aggressive 
advertising activities. GlavMed and RX-Promotion are open affiliate programs meaning they 
actively advertise and recruit people for their affiliate program and focus on SEO. SpamIt is a 
closed program. People join through invitation only and it focuses on email spam. 
Although programs have hundreds to thousands of affiliates, most of them provide little 
revenue while a small percent provide up to 90% of the program’s total revenue. This way, 
programs can focus on this small top performing group while undermining the top 10 affiliates 
can impact up to 40% of the revenue. The high revenue affiliates represent the best, 
established and experienced advertisers. The affiliates that joined by the start of 2008 provided 
up to 53% and 69% of the total revenue by 2010. This fraction of affiliates accounts for much of 
the business. The median annual affiliate commissions are:GlavMed: $292, SpamIt: $3320, RX-
Promotion: $428 with the top five affiliates earning  >$1 million and top 20 affiliates earning 



>$500k. Open program affiliates earn much less than the closed program ones, with the open 
programs focusing on number of affiliates while closed programs focus on quality. 
 

 
Costs 
 
Affiliate programs are complex businesses with a range of costs and overheads and only a 
fraction of revenue being profit. The advertising via affiliates is included in direct costs and is 
almost 40% of total revenue, more than half of the direct cost. Payment processing services are 
another cost and have a 10% holdback due to dealing with high risk businesses. Frequently, the 
shipping costs often exceed the cost of products shipped. Indirect costs are all costs not 
attributed to selling and are a lot smaller than direct costs. Example of a program’s overall net 
profit is 16.3% of gross revenue. It is not stable with fines or other issues leading to loss while in 
other times revenue may increase. 10-20% profit may reflect the typical profit of successful 
programs. 

 
Payment Processing 
Affiliate programs must arrange reliable processing of customer payments. This is the 
mechanism that allows the other efforts to be monetized.  In high risk markets payments are 
processed by independent Payment Service Providers. These services manage relationships 
with banks and provide web-based payment services to clients. Clients may have contractual 
relationship with the banks but in other cases the services may “front” their own merchant 
accounts on behalf of clients, a form of identity laundering, so merchants can mitigate risk by 
working with multiple providers which provides redundancy, bypasses the limits on transaction 
volumes and multiple providers have different services (e.g. Visa, Amex, eCheck, etc.) for 
different categories (herbal vs. prescription vs. controlled drugs). 
 
Visa processing dominates transactions with 67% of revenue. Reasons for this include it being 
the most popular card brand and the easiest payment process service to obtain. 
A small number of payment services dominate transaction volume with them being responsible 
for 84% of the revenue for GlavMed and SpamIt. Other providers have short lifespans with low 
volumes. Signs of a drop in volume and rise in declines signal a service being abandoned with 
GlavMed and SpamIt transition Visa payments from LV to LT in 2008 and from LT to GL in 2010. 
The financial aspect of counterfeit online pharmaceuticals ecosystem is the most fragile of their 
components. 


